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Introduction
This article is part of a series on the symbolic computational aspects of asymptotics.
While computer algebra has encountered great success in areas such as symbolic integra-
tion and linear difierential equations, the handling of asymptotics was long a source of
di–culty. For many years the general systems such as Maple, Macsyma and Reduce used
a collection of ad hoc techniques generally based on compositions of limits or l’Ho^pital’s
rule and later on series or generalized series expansions (Geddes and Gonnet, 1989). A
more systematic treatment requires automating the determination of the proper asymp-
totic scale for a speciflc computation and dealing with the indeflnite cancellation problem,
exemplifled by exp(x¡1 +e¡x)¡ exp(x¡1) as x! +1. If one tries to expand naively the
two exponential series, the terms in x¡1 dominate the flrst expansion and perpetually
cancel with the corresponding terms of the second.
The automation of asymptotics began in the mid-to-late 1980s. Work of Hardy (1910)
emphasizes the importance in asymptotics of the class of exp-log functions (functions
obtained from a variable x and the set of rational numbers Q by closure under fleld
operations and the applications of exp and log j:j). One of the flrst efiective results in this
area is an algorithm given by Shackell (1990) which computes the limit of any exp-log
function. This was developed and implemented in Maple by Gruntz (1996). An earlier
package for asymptotic computation formed part of the ⁄¤› system (Flajolet et al.,
1991; Salvy, 1991a,b). The basic methods of Shackell (1990) have been extended to allow
other functions in the signature by Shackell (1995, 1996).
In this article, we consider the asymptotics of inverse functions in a computer-algebra
setting. The asymptotics of inverse functions were, of course, studied well before the
development of electronic computers, but they proved troublesome. For example Hardy
(1911) states as a conjecture that there exist exp-log functions whose inverse is not
asymptotically equivalent to an exp-log function. This conjecture was only proved re-
cently (Shackell, 1993a; van den Dries et al., 1997; Van der Hoeven, 1997). We gave an
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algorithm for functional inversion of exp-log functions in terms of nested expansions in
Salvy and Shackell (1992). For instance, given the input
yelog
2 ye
p
log log y
= x; x! +1;
this algorithm produced the output
y = exp
" p
log x
e
p
2
4
p
log log x
¢ e1=8 ¢
ˆ
1¡
p
2 log log¡1=2 x
64
+
log log¡1 x
4096
(0.1)
+
383
p
2
786432
log log¡3=2 x¡ 1535
100663296
log log¡2 x+ ¢ ¢ ¢
!#
:
In the present article, we develop an algorithm which produces another kind of expansion
in the form of multiseries (precise deflnitions are given in Section 1). These are close to
the traditional deflnition of asymptotic expansions but can provide a flner estimate. For
instance, in the example above, by setting parameters of our new algorithm, the output
can be either as in (0.1) or one of the following (successive) reflnements:
exp(eU )
"
1¡ 2e
¡pU
p
U + 4
+
2e¡2
p
U
(
p
U + 4)2
¡ 4
3
e¡3
p
U
(
p
U + 4)3
+O(e¡4
p
U )
#
;
exp(eU ) exp
•
¡ 2e
¡pU
p
U + 4
‚ •
1 +
8¡ 2U¡1=2 ¡ U¡1 + U¡3=2
(4 + U¡1=2)3
e¡U¡2
p
U +O(e¡2U )
‚
;
with
U =
log log x
2
¡ 1
8
p
8 log log x+ 1 +
1
8
;
deflned as the inverse function of 2y(x) + y(x)1=2 composed with log log x.
Multiseries were introduced in Van der Hoeven (1997) and Richardson et al. (1996).
Other names for these kinds of asymptotic expansions or very similar ones are hyper-
asymptotics (Berry and Howls, 1990), exponential asymptotics (Meyer, 1980), asymp-
totics beyond all orders (Costin and Kruskal, 1996). They are also closely related to the
transseries of ¶Ecalle (1992), of which they can be viewed as an efiective version. Multi-
series seem to have some advantages over nested expansions especially in the way in which
results are presented, although we would claim that nested expansions also have advan-
tages; in particular they are canonical and they often make it easier to develop and prove
algorithms. In Richardson et al. (1996) an algorithm was given to compute multiseries for
the class of exp-log functions. The present paper can be viewed as the natural next step.
While this paper was being written, the thesis of J. Van der Hoeven (1997) appeared.
It contains a short section on functional inversion, following on from (Van der Hoeven,
1994). The standpoint is similar to ours, but our algorithm is difierent and we give much
more detail. Van der Hoeven (1997) also considers problems of much greater generality.
It would appear that here the author currently relies on the use of algebraic difieren-
tial equations for zero-equivalence testing (Shackell, 1993c; P¶eladan-Germa, 1995). Our
treatment avoids this in most cases.
In Bourbaki (1961) (see also Dieudonn¶e, 1968), it is shown that if g is an exp-log
function such that g(x)=x! 0, then one can obtain a recurrence for the inverse of x¡g(x)
by setting u0(x) = x and un(x) = x+ g(un¡1(x)) for n ‚ 1. By using substitutions, one
can then obtain the inverse of any exp-log function “ which can be written in the form
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“ = ˆ ¡ g where ˆ is an exp-log function whose inverse is an exp-log function and
g = o(ˆ). Of course these results still leave a number of problems. It is not clear how one
can flnd the decomposition “ = ˆ¡g or even whether one always exists. Even in the basic
case where ˆ(x) = x, the expansion obtained is in terms of g, but methods for expanding
g in an appropriate scale did not exist at the time when Bourbaki (1961) appeared.
This approach was applied to general functional inversion in a transseries context by
¶Ecalle (1992). However as pointed out in Van der Hoeven (1997), ¶Ecalle’s formula can
give wrong answers if applied directly to the transseries to be inverted. Since transseries
are formal objects, the question of whether they give asymptotic formulae for inverse
functions does not arise. In this paper, we use an iteration derived from ¶Ecalle’s formula
and prove that it yields an algorithm for giving asymptotic series for inverse functions.
Finally it may be worth pointing out that the algorithm of Salvy and Shackell (1992)
is applicable to inverses of functions which are not exp{log. Hence there is scope for
generalizing the algorithm presented below, for example to the Pfa–an case.
In Section 1, we give our algorithm to invert multiseries of exp-log functions. We also
show how to handle expressions built from elementary functions and a single inverse
function. This is a non-trivial extension, since there may be cancellation between the
inverse function and other subexpressions. It might be thought that these cancellation
problems only occur in specially contrived examples. However, the last section of this
paper is concerned with an application of the saddle-point method to some problems in
combinatorics, and here such cancellations are to be expected. Moreover, it is necessary
to use multiseries rather than straightforward asymptotic series. For example, we show
that in one very natural example the answer will be wrong by a factor tending to inflnity
if the ordinary asymptotic series expansions are used without care. All our examples are
computed using a pilot implementation that we have developed in Maple.
1. Algorithm
1.1. definitions
Multiseries are in efiect multivariate power series in which the powers may be non-
integral, but must tend to inflnity, and the variables are elements of a scale. We now
give more precise deflnitions for these notions, very similar to those in Richardson et al.
(1996).
Definition 1.1. An asymptotic scale is a flnite ordered set ft1; : : : ; tmg of positive exp-
log functions tending to zero such that log ti = o(log ti+1), for i = 1; : : : ;m¡ 1.
The condition on the scale elements implies that they are mutually transcendental.
Definition 1.2. A multiseries expansion of a function f with respect to a one-element
scale ft1g is an asymptotic series
f =
X
n2N
ant
fin
1 ;
where the an’s are constant and the exponents fin form an increasing sequence of com-
putable real numbers tending to inflnity.
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For m > 1, a multiseries expansion of a function f with respect to the scale ft1; : : : ; tmg
is an asymptotic series of the form
f =
X
n2N
fnt
fin
m ;
with the same constraints on the exponents and each fn is an exp-log function having a
multiseries expansion with respect to the scale ft1; : : : ; tm¡1g.
Thus multiseries are asymptotic series in the scale element of fastest decrease, with coef-
flcients which are non-zero functions having multiseries in the remaining scale elements.
From the point of view of symbolic computation, it is important that we have flnite
expressions for these coe–cient functions and for any coe–cients in their expansions
etc., in order that zero-equivalence tests can be made. We denote by T (f) and t(f) the
respective scale elements of greatest and least decrease which actually occur in the mul-
tiseries of f . More formally, we note that one part of the algorithm of Richardson et al.
(1996) expresses f as an analytic function of the scale elements, f = A(t1; : : : ; tm).We
can then deflne T (f) = tk and t(f) = ti by the conditions @A=@tk 6= 0, @A=@ti 6= 0
and @A=@tj = 0 for j > k and for j < i. This means in particular that if m > k, the
multiseries for f with respect to ft1; : : : ; tmg is of the form f = f0t0m. Note that T (f)
and t(f) are not necessarily the elements of greatest and least decrease in the scale. For
example we might have T (f) = l¡11 (x) and t(f) = exp(¡l25(x)), while the scale would
contain x¡1 and l¡15 (x). Here we used some notation that will be employed throughout
the paper. We write lr for the r-times iterated logarithm, and similarly er for the iterated
exponential.
We also want any scale we use to satisfy further properties.
Definition 1.3. We say that a scale ft1; : : : ; tmg is complete if the following conditions
hold.
(1) Each ti is either the reciprocal of an iterated logarithm, l¡1ri (x), or an exponential,
exp(¡hi), where hi and h0i have multiseries expansions with respect to ft1; : : : ; ti¡1g;
(2) x¡1 is an element of the scale and if ti = l¡1ri (x) with ri > 0, then l
¡1
ri¡1(x) is also
an element of the scale.
Thus elements of complete scales are either reciprocals of iterated logarithms, or exponen-
tials of functions possessing multiseries in the smaller elements of the scale. Throughout
this paper, our scales will be complete and our multiseries will be computable with fl-
nite expressions for their coe–cients. We recall that the main result of Richardson et al.
(1996) is an algorithm to compute a complete scale and a multiseries expansion in this
scale for any given exp-log function. Arithmetical operations with multiseries having the
same scale are just the usual ones for asymptotic series, except that we need to take care
regarding the closed forms for the coe–cients. We refer the reader to Richardson et al.
(1996) for the details here.
1.2. description of the algorithm
Let f(x) be a function tending to inflnity which has a multiseries expansion in a
(complete) scale ft1(x); : : : ; tm(x)g. We want to calculate a multiseries for the inverse
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function y(x) = f (¡1)(x). The algorithm consists of three parts which we now describe
along with an example. Proofs are given in Section 2.
exact computation
This part starts from an exp-log function f(x) as above. Let tk = T (f). We flrst
compute the leading term f0(x) = c(x)tfi0k (x) of f(x) with respect to tk(x) and we
let g = f ¡ f0 be the tail. We note that since f !1, we cannot have fi0 > 0, and thus
we have the following breakdown into cases
Case 1. fi0 = 0 and log tk = O(log x).
Here we compute recursively the inverse, Y , of f(ex); the result is exp(Y (x)).
Case 2. fi0 = 0 and log x = o(log c(x)) or fi0 < 0 and T (f) 6= t(f).
We compute recursively the inverse, Y , of log f ; the result is y(x) = Y (log x);
Case 3. fi0 = 0, log f0 = O(log x) and log x = o(log g) or fi0 < 0 and T (f) = t(f).
In these cases we use the method given in the next section to compute y(x) from the
equation
y[x+ g(y0(x))] = y0(x) where f0(y0(x)) = y0(f0(x)) = x: (1.1)
In Lemma 2.6 we show that we arrive at Case 3 after a flnite number of steps.
In order to illustrate the role of this part of our algorithm we consider the problem of
inverting the following function:
f (0)(x) = x2ex + 1:
The algorithm from Richardson et al. (1996) readily computes the scale ft1 = 1=x; t2 =
e¡xg and the decomposition
f (0) = f (0)0 + g
(0) with f (0)0 = t
¡2
1 t
¡1
2 ; g
(0) = 1:
Then the algorithm is invoked recursively with input f (1) = log f . The scale is found to
be ft1 = 1= log x; t2 = 1=x; t3 = e¡xg, f (1) is rewritten as
f (1) = log f (0) = 2 log x+ x+ log(1 + x¡2e¡x)
and the following decomposition is obtained
f (1) = f (1)0 + g
(1) with f (1)0 = 2=t1 + 1=t2; g
(1) = log(1 + t22t3):
Now fi0 = 0 and T (f (1)) = t3. The next part of the algorithm is then called with input
y[x+ log(1 + y¡20 (x)e
¡y0(x))] = y0(x); y0(x) + 2 log y0(x) = x: (1.2)
The same treatment applies to f (2)(x) = x + 2 log x whose inverse is deflned in the
last equation. One flrst obtains the scale ft1 = 1= log x; t2 = 1=xg and the obvious
decomposition
f (2) = f (2)0 + g
(2) with f (2)0 = 1=t2; g
(2) = 2=t1:
Since we are in Case 2, this leads to a recursive invocation of the algorithm with in-
put f (3) = log f (2). The scale is unchanged, and f (3) is rewritten
f (3)(x) = log f (2)(x) = log x+ log(1 + 2 log x=x):
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Again we are in Case 2 and the algorithm is again called recursively with input f (4)(x) =
f (3)(ex). The scale is now ft1 = 1=x; t2 = e¡xg, and at last the next part of the algorithm
(given in the next section) can be called with input
y2[x+ log(1 + 2y3(x)e¡y3(x))] = y3(x); y3(x) = x: (1.3)
To summarize, we obtain the following exact representation for the inverse of x2ex+1:8>>><>>>:
Y (x) = y(log x); y inverse of 2 log x+ x+ log(1 + e¡x=x2),
y[x+ log(1 + y¡20 (x)e
¡y0(x))] = y0(x); y0 inverse of x+ 2 log x,
y0(x) = y1(log x); y1 inverse of log x+ log(1 + 2 log x=x),
y1(x) = exp(y2(x)); y2 inverse of x+ log(1 + 2xe¡x),
y2[x+ log(1 + 2y3(x)e¡y3(x))] = y3(x); y3 inverse of x.
iteration
This part starts from f0(x), g(x) and (1.1). The result is a truncation (in that we only
compute a flnite number of terms) of the multiseries expansion
y =
X
i‚0
ci(y0)tik(y0)
in the scale ft1(y0); : : : ; tm(y0)g, the ci’s being explicitly computed exp-log functions.
Following ¶Ecalle (1992), we deflne an operator K by
K(h) = h[x+ g(y0(x))]¡ h(x): (1.4)
Then (1.1) may be rewritten as
(I +K)y(x) = y0(x); (1.5)
where I denotes the identity, from which it is natural to expect
y(x) = (I ¡K +K2 ¡K3 + : : :)y0(x): (1.6)
This leads to consideration of the following iteration due to ¶Ecalle (1992)
un+1(x) = un(x) + (¡1)nKn(y0(x)); 0 • n • N; (1.7)
where u0(x) = y0(x) and N is the number of desired terms in the multiseries expansion.
After the computations of the previous section, either fi0 < 0 and T (f) = t(f) or
fi0 = 0, log f0 = O(log x) and log x = o(log g). In the former case, iteration (1.7) can be
performed by power series manipulations and creates no di–culty. We now describe the
iteration in the latter case. Then, g(y0) has a multiseries expansion in ft1(y0); : : : ; tm(y0)g
starting with a positive power of tk(y0) (the name of the variable|x or y0|is of no
consequence). The steps are as follows.
(1) Compute the N flrst derivatives of y0(x) in terms of y0 via y00 = 1=f
0
0(y0).
(2) Deduce the (truncated) multiseries expansion of y0(x+g(y0)) with respect to tk(y0)
from these derivatives and the formula
y0[x+ g(y0)] =
X
n‚0
y
(n)
0 (x)
gn(y0)
n!
:
(3) For i = 1; : : : ; k, compute multiseries expansions for the ti[y0(x + g(y0))] in the
scale ft1(y0); : : : ; tm(y0)g as follows.
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(a) For values of j from 1 to the maximal number of iterated logarithms in the scale,
compute the multiseries expansion of the corresponding ti[y0(x+g(y0))] with respect
to tk(y0) using the previous value, the formula
log(lj¡1(y0(x+ g(y0)))) = lj(y0) + log
µ
1 +
lj¡1(y0(x+ g(y0)))¡ lj¡1(y0)
lj¡1(y0)
¶
and the classical series expansion for log(1 + u).
(b) For i from 1 to k and for those ti’s which are exponentials, say ti = exp(¡hi),
compute the corresponding multiseries expansion of ti[y0(x+ g(y0))] using
exp(¡hi[y0(x+ g(y0))]) = ti(y0) expfhi(y0(x))¡ hi[y0(x+ g(y0))]g;
where hi[y0(x+ g(y0))] in the right-hand side is flrst expanded by replacing tj(y0)
in the multiseries expansion for hi(y0) by the multiseries for tj(y0 + g(y0)) for j =
1; : : : ; i¡ 1.
(4) Starting from `1(y0) = y0 and using (1.4), the iteration (1.7) is then performed
e–ciently by:
(a) setting `i+1(y0) = `i[y0(x + g(y0))] ¡ `i(y0); the expansion of the flrst summand
being computed by replacing the ti’s by their expansion computed in Step 3;
(b) returning the expansion with respect to tk(y0) of
NX
i=1
(¡1)i+1`i(y0):
In the same example as before, say with N = 2, we start from (1.2) and flrst obtain
y00 =
1
1 + 2=y0
; y000 =
2
y20(1 + 2=y0)3
:
Here the scale is ft1(y0) = 1= log y0; t2(y0) = 1=y0; t3(y0) = T (y0) = exp(¡y0)g. From
our expressions for the derivatives of y0 it follows that
1=t2(y0(x+ g)) = y0(x+ log(1 + y¡20 e
¡y0))
= y0 +
e¡y0
y20(1 + 2=y0)
¡ 1 + 4=y0 + 2=y
2
0
2y40(1 + 2=y0)3
e¡2y0 +O(e¡3y0): (1.8)
Step 3 then computes
t1(y0(x+ g)) = 1= log[y0(x+ log(1 + e¡2y0=y20))]
=
1
log y0
¡ e
¡y0
y30(1 + 2=y0)
+
1 + 5=y0 + 4=y20
2y50(1 + 2=y0)3
e¡2y0 +O(e¡3y0);
and
t3(y0(x+ g)) = exp[¡y0(x+ log(1 + y¡20 e¡y0))]
= e¡y0 ¡ e
¡2y0
y20(1 + 2=y0)
+
1 + 3=y0 + 1=y20
y40(1 + 2=y0)3
e¡3y0 +O(e¡4y0):
Now the `i’s are very easy to compute:
`1 = y0 = 1=t2;
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`2 = `1(y0(x+ g))¡ `1 = t3t
2
2
(1 + 2t2)
¡ 1 + 4t2 + 2t
2
2
2(1 + 2t2)3
t42t
2
3 +O(t
3
3);
`3 = `2(y0(x+ g))¡ `2 = ¡1 + 4t2 + 2t
2
2
(1 + 2t2)3
t42t
2
3 +O(t
3
3);
where for `2 we used (1.8). Whence the flnal result:
y = y0 ¡ e
¡y0
y20(1 + 2=y0)
¡ 1 + 4=y0 + 2=y
2
0
2y40(1 + 2=y0)3
e¡2y0 +O(e¡3y0): (1.9)
The original function Y (x) is then recovered as y(log x).
A similar treatment applies to (1.3), and leads to
x+ log(1 + 2xe¡x) = 1=t1(y3(x+ g)) = x+ 2xe¡x ¡ 2x2e¡2x +O(x3e¡3x);
exp[¡x+ log(1 + 2xe¡x)] = t2(y3(x+ g)) = e¡x ¡ 2xe¡2x + 4x2e¡3x +O(x3e¡4x):
The iteration produces
`1 = x; `2 = 2xe¡x¡ 2x2e¡2x +O(x3e¡3x); `3 = ¡4(x2¡ x)e¡2x +O(x3e¡3x):
Hence
y2(x) = x¡ 2xe¡x ¡ 2(x2 ¡ 2x)e¡2x +O(x3e¡3x): (1.10)
Approximating momentarily y(x) by y0(x), the above expansion induces the estimate
exp(y2(log log x)) for the original function Y (x). So
Y (x) = exp
•
log log x¡ 2 log log x
log x
¡ 2 log log
2 x+ 2 log log x
log2 x
+O
µ
log log3 x
log3 x
¶‚
= log x¡ 2 log log x+ 4log log x
log x
+ 4
log log2 x¡ 2 log log x
log2 x
+O
µ
log log3 x
log3 x
¶
:
(1.11)
This expansion is further reflned by (1.9).
substitution
The result of the previous part is a multiseries expansion of y in terms of y0, which is it-
self an inverse function. We now consider the problem of obtaining a multiseries expansion
for y in terms of x. It is a consequence of Liouville’s theorem that in general this cannot
be expected with base elements and coe–cients which are exp-log functions. For instance,
let f be an exp-log function whose inverse y is not asymptotic to an exp-log function (see
Shackell, 1993a), then log f has an inverse exp(y) which cannot have a multiseries ex-
pansion since otherwise its logarithm would be asymptotic to an exp-log function.
In many cases however, it is possible to produce a multiseries expansion for y in terms
of x from those of y in terms of y0, and y0 in terms of x, based on the following algorithm
for substitution, which is in the same vein as Step 3 above.
(a) For values of j from 1 to the maximal number of iterated logarithms in the scale, we
compute the multiseries for lj(y0) by taking the logarithm of previous multiseries.
(b) For i from 1 to k and for those ti which are exponentials, say ti = exphi where hi
has a multiseries in t1; : : : ; ti¡1, substitute the multiseries t1(y0(x)); : : : ; ti¡1(y0(x))
into the multiseries for hi and exponentiate the result.
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The source of di–culty is the exponentiation which may require an extension of the
scale by a function which is not exp-log.
It is however possible to proceed with a scale containing functions which are not exp-
log. In this case, what we have are exp-log expressions for the coe–cients in terms of
difierent variables, y0; y1; : : : ; yk¡1; x. Hence we need to be able to test for zero equivalence
of expressions of the form F (y0; : : : ; yk; x), where F is an exp-log function. Theoretically
at least, this problem can be solved, modulo an oracle for constants, using difierential
equations. For each of the yi’s, and any given exp-log functions of them, satisfy difierential
equations over the constants, and one of the known difierential equations methods can
therefore be used (Shackell, 1993c; P¶eladan-Germa, 1995).
In practice however, unless f is particularly simple, this theoretical algorithm is likely
to be impossibly slow. We have sought a better method, which uses the structure of
the inverses in a more e–cient way, but except in the case when k • 1 we have not yet
succeeded in flnding one. When k = 1, we only have to contend with exp-log functions of x
and y0, which we can rewrite as exp-log functions of y0 using the relation x = f0(y0(x));
so any of the methods for exp-log functions (Rothstein and Caviness, 1979; Shackell,
1989, 1993c; P¶eladan-Germa, 1995) can be used. (See Section 3 for an example of this
situation.)
In the example above, the simple substitution algorithm su–ces. We start from (1.9),
which is expressed in the scale ft1 = 1=y0; t2 = e¡y0g. We also have the multiseries
expansion, (1.10), of y2(x) = log y0(ex) in the scale f1=x; e¡xg.
From that we deduce
y1(x) = ey2(x) = ex ¡ 2x+ 4xe¡x +O(x2e¡2x);
ey1(x) = ee
y2(x) = ee
x
[e¡2x + 4xe¡3x +O(x2e¡4x)]:
Hence
y0(x) = y1(log x) = x¡ 2 log x+ 4 log x=x+O(log2 xx¡2);
ey0(x) = ex[x¡2 + 4 log x=x3 +O(log2 xx¡4)]:
These expansions make it possible to compute the multiseries expansion of any coef-
flcient of (1.9), hence of Y (x) = y(log x), in the scale f1= log log x; 1= log x; 1=xg. For
instance (1.11) corresponds to the flrst term, y0, in (1.9). Our computation gives the
next term as
Y (x)¡ y0(log x) = ¡ 1
x
•
1¡ 2
log x
+ 4
log log x¡ 1
log2 x
+O
µ
log log x
log3 x
¶‚
:
2. Iteration Theorem and Proof of the Algorithm
Formula (1.6) was given by ¶Ecalle (1992). He also stated
K(h) = h(x+ g(y0))¡ h(x) =
X
r‚1
h(r)(x)
r!
(g(y0))r: (2.1)
However ¶Ecalle was concerned with formal series, and it should be stressed that so
far (1.6) and (2.1) are only valid in this sense. In order to obtain a multiseries in our
sense we have to prove that the top-level series is indeed an asymptotic series for the
function y(x). We have to show how to obtain expressions for the coe–cient functions,
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we need to be sure that the series we have for these coe–cient functions are indeed
asymptotic series for them, and that we have suitable expressions for their coe–cients,
and so on.
One of the main purposes of this section is to prove the following iteration theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let f(x) be an exp-log function with f ! 1 as x ! 1 and let S =
ft1(x); : : : ; tm(x)g be a complete scale for f , with tk = T (f). Suppose that log x =
o(log(tk(x))), that the leading term of the multiseries expansion of f with respect to S is
of the form f = f0t0k and that log f0 = O(log x). Write g = f¡f0, and let y be the inverse
of f and y0 the inverse of f0. Deflne the sequence of functions fun(x)g by u0(x) = y0(x)
and
un+1(x) = y0(x)¡Kun(x) = y0(x)¡ [un(x+ g(y0(x)))¡ un(x)]; n ‚ 0:
Then lim(y(x)¡ un(x)) = 0 and more precisely
y(x)¡ un(x) » gn+1(y0)ˆn(x);
where log(ˆn(x)) = o((g(y0))).
We note that the computations of Subsection 1.2 reduce us to the case covered by this
theorem. Our proof is based on results in Hardy flelds, and we begin by recalling their
necessary properties.
2.1. Hardy fields
Let X be the ring of germs at +1 of C1 functions. So elements of X are represented
by functions deflned on intervals of the form (a;1), and two functions deflne the same
germ if they are identical on such an interval. We shall often blur the distinction between
functions and germs where this is harmless. A Hardy fleld is then deflned to be a subring
of X which is a fleld closed under difierentiation. The germs of exp-log functions form
a Hardy fleld (Rosenlicht, 1983a). The name comes from the slightly larger fleld of L-
functions studied by Hardy.
The relevance of the deflnition to asymptotics is perhaps not immediately apparent.
However non-zero elements of Hardy flelds have to possess multiplicative inverses, and
thus cannot have arbitrarily large zeros. Therefore they are ultimately positive or ulti-
mately negative. The same must be true of their derivatives, and so elements of Hardy
flelds are ultimately monotonic. Hence they tend to limits, which can be inflnite. Moreover
a total order can be deflned on any Hardy fleld by setting f > g whenever f(x) > g(x) for
x su–ciently large. We shall make frequent use of this order on the Hardy flelds that we
meet. The fact that elements can be compared, together with the existence of limits and
the closure under difierentiation, makes the theory of Hardy flelds an extremely useful
tool in a number of areas of asymptotics.
The flrst such result can be found for example in Bourbaki (1961, V.22, Proposition 7).
It makes it possible to compare derivatives in a way that is not possible for arbitrary C1
functions.
Lemma 2.1. Let f and g be two elements of a Hardy fleld such that g does not tend to
a non-zero flnite constant then f = o(g) (resp. f » g) implies f 0 = o(g0) (resp. f 0 » g0).
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Next we need to introduce comparability classes. Two elements of a Hardy fleld, f
and g which tend to inflnity are said to be comparable if each is dominated by a power
of the other; that is to say if there exist positive integers m and n such that f < gm
and g < fn. The relation is extended to other Hardy-fleld elements by declaring §f and
§f¡1 to all be comparable to each other, and closing under transitivity. Finally any two
elements which tend to non-zero flnite limits are regarded as comparable. Comparability
is then an equivalence relation on the non-zero elements of the Hardy fleld. We write
°(f) for the equivalence class of f , and refer to it as the comparability class of f . The
asymptotic ordering between functions can be carried over to comparability classes by
writing °(f) < °(g) when f and g both tend to inflnity and fn < g for all positive
integers n. In other words, °(f) < °(g) is a short way to write log jf j = o(log jgj). Thus
for example
°(l2(x)) < °(l1(x)) < °(x) < °(exp(log2(x))) < °(e1(x)) < °(e2(x)) ¢ ¢ ¢ :
We shall need the following three lemmas. A proof of the flrst can be found, for example,
in Shackell (1996).
Lemma 2.2. Let h be an element of a Hardy fleld with h not asymptotic to a non-zero
constant. Then °(h0) • maxf°(x); °(h)g, with equality when log jhj 6» log x.
The second lemma is given in Bourbaki (1961, Proposition 4). The statement there is in
terms of exp-log functions, but the proof goes over easily to the more general situation.
Lemma 2.3. Let f and g be two elements of a Hardy fleld, and suppose that gf 0=f ! 0
and that g=x! 0. Then f(x+ g(x)) » f(x).
The result of our last lemma appears in difierent guises in many places (for example
Boshernitzan, 1981). The version we give is taken from Salvy and Shackell (1992).
Lemma 2.4. Let f be an element of a Hardy fleld which tends to inflnity. Then the
inverse function of f belongs to a Hardy fleld.
Although this lemma is obviously important for us, it does not allow us to conclude that
all the objects arising in our computations are Hardy-fleld elements. It is not generally
the case that the union of two Hardy flelds is contained in a Hardy fleld (Boshernitzan,
1987). Thus for example, an expression containing two difierent inverse functions might
not lie in any Hardy fleld. In fact, since all the functions we use are obtained from exp-
log functions, it follows from the result of Wilkie (1996) that they will be Hardy-fleld
elements. However, in order to keep our proofs elementary, we have chosen not to use
the power of Wilkie’s theorem. This has meant that we have had to take extra care when
estimating derivatives, for example, and our proofs are probably a little longer at times
as a result.
For a more detailed study of Hardy flelds, the reader is referred to to the literature
of Bourbaki (1961), Robinson (1972), Boshernitzan (1981, 1982, 1986, 1987), Rosenlicht
(1983a,b, 1984, 1987), Shackell (1993b).
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2.2. proof of the iteration theorem
We write G = g – yo. Let fung be deflned by u0(x) = y0(x), and for n ‚ 0
un+1(x) = y0(x) + un(x)¡ un(x+G(x)): (2.2)
Note that by (1.5), this gives
y ¡ un+1 = y ¡ (1 +K)y ¡Kun = ¡K(y ¡ un): (2.3)
Proposition 2.1. For all k; n 2 N,
y(k) ¡ u(k)n = Gn+1ˆk;n; (2.4)
where log jˆ(j)k;0j = o(log jGj) for all j 2 N.
Proof. We begin by noting some properties of G. First, since g is an exp-log function
and y0 belongs to a Hardy fleld, it follows from Theorem 1 of Rosenlicht (1983a) that
the Hardy fleld containing y0 may be extended to include G. We denote this Hardy
fleld by F . We also recall that °(G) > °(y0) ‚ °(x). Next, by Lemma 2.2, °(G0=G) •
°(log jGj) < °(G). So log jG0j » log jGj. Iteration of this gives
log jG(j)j » log jGj; (2.5)
for all j ‚ 0. We note that x+G = f – y0, and hence that the inverse function of x+G
is f0 – y. Then from Lemma 2.3 we have
G(x+G) » G(x) » G(f0(y(x))); (2.6)
the second relation being obtained by substituting x 7! f0(y(x)) in the flrst.
The following result will be needed for the case n = 0.
Lemma 2.5.
y
(k)
0 (x) = y
(k)(x+G(x)) ¢ (1 +G0)k + ¡k; (2.7)
where ¡k is a polynomial in G0; : : : ; G(k); y0(x + G); : : : ; y(k¡1)(x + G) in which every
monomial contains a derivative of G.
Proof. We use induction on k. For the case k = 0 we may take ¡0 = 0, since y0(x) =
y(f(y0(x))) = y(x+G).
Then for the induction step, we have
y
(k+1)
0 (x) = (y
(k)(x+G) ¢ (1 +G0)k + ¡k(x))0
= y(k+1)(x+G) ¢ (1 +G0)k+1 + ky(k)(x+G) ¢ (1 +G0)k¡1G00 + ¡0k;
and we see that we may take ¡k+1 = ¡0k + y
(k)(x+G) ¢ k(1 +G0)k¡1G00. This establishes
Lemma 2.5. 2
A simple induction then shows that F contains y(k)(x + G) for all k. Next we note
that °(y(k)(x+G)) < °(G) for all k 2 N. To see this, we flrst observe that y(k)(x+G) »
y
(k)
0 by (2.7). Then unless some derivative of y0 is asymptotic to a non-zero constant,
Lemma 2.2 shows that °(y(k)0 ) • °(y0) < °(G). To cover the possibility that y0 is asymp-
totic to a constant multiple of xM for some M 2 N with M < k¡1, we use the inductive
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hypothesis that y0 has a multiseries in a basis whose elements have comparability class
less than G.
Now we are in a position to establish (2.4) in the case n = 0. From (2.7) we have
y(k)(x)¡ y(k)0 (x) = y(k)(x)¡ y(k)(x+G) ¢ (1 +G0)k ¡ ¡k
= ¡y(k+1)(x+ µG) ¢G+ y(k)(x+G) ¢ (1¡ (1 +G0)k)¡ ¡k; (2.8)
where 0 < µ(x) < 1. From Lemma 2.5 and (2.5), it is clear that
°(fy(k)(x+G)(1¡ (1 +G0)k)¡ ¡kg=G) < °(G);
and by Lemma 2.2, the same holds for any derivative of fy(k)(x+G)(1¡(1+G0)k)¡¡kg=G.
Moreover for any j, y(k+j)(x + µG) lies between y(k+j)(x) and y(k+j)(x + G). We have
already seen that °(y(k+j)(x + G)) < °(G). To obtain the corresponding conclusion for
y(k+j)(x) (bearing in mind that we do not assume that y 2 F), we observe that for every
" 2 R+
jy(k+j)(x)j = jy(k+j)((x+G) – f0(y(x)))j < jG(f0(y(x))j¡";
which gives the desired result since G(f0(y(x))) » G(x) by (2.6). It now follows from (2.8)
that
y(k)(x)¡ y(k)0 (x) = Gˆk;0(x)
with log jˆ(j)k;0j = o(log jGj) for all j. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1 in the
case when n = 0.
The Induction on n
We are supposing that for all k 2 N, y(k)¡u(k)n = Gn+1ˆk;n, where log jˆ(j)k;nj = o(log jGj)
for all j. We have to prove the corresponding formula with n replaced by n + 1. When
k = 0 we have from (2.3) that y ¡ un+1 = ¡K(y ¡ un) = ¡Kh, with h = y ¡ un. Thus
y ¡ un+1 = h(x+G)¡ h(x) = h0(x+ µG) ¢G (0 < µ < 1)
= fy0(x+ µG)¡ u0n(x+ µG)gG: (2.9)
By the induction hypothesis
y0(x+ µG)¡ u0n(x+ µG) = Gn+1(x+ µG)ˆ1;n(x+ µG) » Gn+1(x)ˆ1;n(x+ µG); (2.10)
since G(x+ µG) lies between G(x) and G(x+G) and (2.6) applies. Also
log jˆ(j)1;n(x+ µG)j = o(log jG(x+ µG)j) = o(log jG(x)j);
for all j. Hence from (2.9) and (2.10)
y(x)¡ un+1(x) = Gn+2(x)ˆ0;n+1(x)
with ˆ0;n+1(x) = ˆ1;n(x + µG)Gn+1(x + µG)=Gn+1(x); we see that ˆ0;n+1(x) has the
required property.
Now suppose that we have our conclusion for k and we want to prove it for k + 1. By
difierentiating (2.4), we obtain
y(k+1) ¡ u(k+1)n = (n+ 1)GnG0ˆk;n +Gn+1ˆ0k;n
= Gn+1
‰
(n+ 1)
G0
G
ˆk;n + ˆ0k;n
¾
:
We therefore take ˆk+1;n = G0ˆk;n=G + ˆ0k;n, and we see that ˆk+1;n satisfles our con-
ditions, since °(G0=G) < °(G) by (2.5).
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By induction, (2.4) holds for all n and k, and so we have proved Proposition 2.1 and
Theorem 2.1. 2
Corollary 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, our algorithm produces a mul-
tiseries for y(x) in the scale ft1(y0(x)); : : : ; tm(y0(x))g.
Proof. Since °(g(y0)) = °(tk(y0)), the Iteration Theorem implies that the multiseries
for y(x) in the scale ft1(y0(x)); : : : ; tm(y0(x))g up to tnk (y0) is the same as the multiseries
for un(x). The conclusion of the corollary then follows from noting that the expansions
produced by the iteration part of our algorithm are in powers of tk(y0(x)) with coe–cients
that are all exp-log functions '(y0) such that °(T (')) < °(tk).
Corollary 2.2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then for any scale S
containing ft1; : : : ; tmg, the output of our algorithm is the multiseries expansion of y with
respect to S.
The meaning of this corollary is that there does not exist a more reflned expansion of y
than the one produced by our algorithm.
Proof. We flrst consider the case S = ft1; : : : ; tm+1g where tm+1 is such that °(tm+1) >
°(tm). Suppose that the multiseries for y is of the form ~y + · where ~y is the multiseries
computed by our algorithm and · is a term of the same comparability class as tm+1(y0).
Theorem 2.1 shows that if we substitute the multiseries for f into the multiseries for ~y, we
obtain a multiseries with the single term x in the scale ft1(y0(f)); : : : ; tm(y0(f))g. Then
the multiseries for y(f) in the larger scale S would be of the form x + `, with °(`) =
°(tm+1(y0)). However that cannot be so since as a function y(f) is identically equal to x.
Thus we have shown that the scale we have obtained for f¡1 cannot contain an element
whose comparability class is larger than that of tm(y0).
Now the same argument applies inductively to y0 and shows that there cannot be a
difierent multiseries expansion than the one we have obtained with respect to a scale
with extra elements. 2
2.3. termination and correctness of the algorithm
While convergence of the iteration has been proved, we still have to show that the
exact-computation stage converges and that the coe–cients of our multiseries are exp-
log functions of y0.
Lemma 2.6. The computations of Section 1.2 terminate.
The recursive steps occur in Cases 1 and 2. Then if T (f) 6= t(f), taking the logarithm
log f = fi0 log tk + log c(x) + log
µ
1 +
t¡fi0k g
c(x)
¶
(2.11)
makes the new fi0 equal to 0, because °(log T (f)) < °(T (f)) (and T (f) still occurs in
the new g). Now, if fi0 is equal to zero, this remains the case after changing x into ex,
while °(tk) is increased. After flnitely many steps °(tk) > °(x). Then if °(c(x)) > °(x),
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equation (2.11) with fi0 = 0 shows that taking the logarithm keeps fi0 equal to 0 while
reducing °(c(x)). After flnitely many steps °(c(x)) • °(x) and the recursion stops.
We now turn to the Iteration part of the algorithm and show that the coe–cients ci’s
indeed are exp-log functions.
In Step 1, the derivatives of y0 are expressed in terms of exp-log functions which do
not involve g(y0) (or equivalently tk(y0)) but only smaller comparability classes. More-
over, g being itself an exp-log function, the multiseries expansions of gn(y0) with respect
to tk(y0) has exp-log function coe–cients. Therefore the multiseries for y0[x + g(y0)]
constructed in Step 2 has exp-log coe–cients. Step 3 is designed in such a way that
only power series expansions with respect to tk(y0) are performed and these preserve the
exp-log character of the coe–cients. Step 4 then relies on Step 3 to perform the iteration
using the previous expansions. The desired conclusion then follows. We summarize our
results so far as follows.
Theorem 2.2. Let f(x) be an exp-log function with f ! 1 as x ! 1. Suppose that
S = ft1(x); : : : ; tm(x)g is a complete scale for f and let tk = T (f). By using the trans-
formations given in Section 1.2 we may reduce in a flnite number of steps to the case
covered by Theorem 2.1. Then our algorithm produces a multiseries expansion of y with
respect to ft1(y0); : : : ; tm(y0)g of the form
y =
1X
i=0
ci(y0)tik(y0); (2.12)
where the ci’s are exp-log functions.
3. An Application in Combinatorics
We now show how the techniques described in this article to deal with inverse functions
apply to the computation of the asymptotic behaviour of combinatorial parameters like
the average number of parts in the partition of a set with n elements, or its variance,
and similar problems.
Let S = f1; : : : ; ng be a set of n distinguishable elements. A partition of S is a set
of non-empty subsets Si, i = 1; : : : ; k (called the parts) which are mutually disjoint and
whose union is equal to S. The number of distinct partitions of S is called the Bell
number Bn. For instance B3 = 5 because f1; 2; 3g = f1g [ f2; 3g = f2g [ f1; 3g = f3g [
f1; 2g = f1g[f2g[f3g are the flve ways of partitioning f1; 2; 3g. Classical combinatorial
arguments show that the Stirling number of the second kind Sn;k which is the number
of partitions of a set of n elements into k parts has the following generating function:
B(u; z) :=
X
n‚0;k‚0
Sn;ku
k z
n
n!
= exp[u(ez ¡ 1)];
and naturally one has Bn =
P
k Sn;k.
3.1. the saddle-point method
We flrst concentrate on the Bell numbers themselves, with generating function B(z) =
B(1; z). The traditional way to compute their asymptotic expansions is to apply the
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saddle-point method (see De Bruijn, 1981) to the integral representation
Bn
n!
=
1
2i…
I
B(z)
zn+1
dz:
In this representation the contour is any simple loop enclosing the origin. To simplify the
notation, deflne h(z) to be the logarithm of the integrand. The idea is to move the contour
to pass through the saddle-point, which is the solution of h0(R) = 0, or equivalently of
R
B0(R)
B(R)
¡ 1 = n: (3.1)
The integral is then concentrated in the neighbourhood of this point. Locally it behaves
like a Gaussian integral, and the flrst-order estimate obtained by this method is
Bn
n!
» exp(h(R))p
2…h00(R)
: (3.2)
A theorem due to Hayman (1956) describes a large class of functions B(z) for which R
above is real positive and the formal method just outlined is guaranteed to produce the
right asymptotic estimate.
In our examples below, we use a version of this theorem due to Harris and Schoenfeld
(1968) and Odlyzko and Richmond (1985) which applies to a smaller class of functions,
but yields a full asymptotic expansion instead of flrst order asymptotics.
In the case of the Bell numbers, the saddle-point equation reads
ReR ¡ 1 = n; (3.3)
from which our algorithm retrieves the classical expansion
R = logn¡ log logn+ log logn
logn
+
1
2
log logn(log logn¡ 2)
log2 n
+ : : : : (3.4)
(Fast ways of computing this expansion to a large order are described in Comtet (1970)
and Salvy (1994).) This expansion can then be substituted into (3.2) to obtain the or-
der of growth of the number of partitions of a set. Substitution of the expansion of R
into h(R) = logB(R) ¡ (n + 1) logR, and into the derivatives h0(R); h00(R), requires
handling expansions involving R and n simultaneously. Following the idea of Section 1.2,
we flrst replace n by the left-hand side of (3.3) in these expressions. Thus we obtain an
exp-log expression in R for the estimate (3.2). Using the algorithm for exp-log functions
from (Richardson et al., 1996), we obtain a difierent version of this expression in the
scale
ln(R); R; eR; exp(eR); exp(ln(R)ReR);
from which we can for instance extract the following multiseries for the estimate:
exp(¡ ln(R)ReR) exp(eR)e¡R=2 e
¡1
p
2…
•
1¡ 1
2R
+
3
8R2
+O(R¡3)
‚
: (3.5)
The last element of the scale being present in the leading term of this estimate, a
direct substitution of (3.4) requires an extension of the scale in n, which obscures the
result. Instead, we consider the logarithm of the expression above, for which we obtain
the expansion
¡ ln(R)ReR + eR ¡R=2 +O(1): (3.6)
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We then substitute expansion (3.4) into this and obtain the classical (De Bruijn, 1981,
p. 108)
ln
Bn
n!
» n
µ
¡ log logn+ log logn+ 1
logn
+
1
2
log log2 n
log2 n
+ : : :
¶
;
more terms can be obtained by increasing the order of the computations. This expansion
follows entirely from the leading term (3.2) and does not require the reflnements of Harris
and Schoenfeld (1968) and Odlyzko and Richmond (1985).
3.2. the average
The main di–culty in the practical use of the saddle-point method is that the esti-
mate (3.2) is in terms of n and R, while R is only known asymptotically as the inverse
of an exp-log function, through (3.1). It is then generally di–cult to work with these
expansions and handle the asymptotic cancellations that occur.
Our purpose is now to show that in this example and similar ones where the saddle-
point method applies, some computations with these expansions are possible thanks
to our methods, by working in the right asymptotic scale. The computations alternate
between asymptotic and exact representations, replacing n by the left-hand side of (3.1)
to obtain expressions in terms of R only, on which the exp-log machinery can be used. We
now illustrate this idea on the average and variance of the number of parts in a partition
(or equivalently the Stirling numbers of the second kind).
We apply the same method as above to the generating function
C(z) =
@B(z; u)
@u
flflflfl
u=1
;
which has the property that [zn]C(z)n!=Bn isy the average number of parts in a partition
of a set of size n. The saddle-point equation is now
R1e
2R1 ¡ eR1 + 1
eR1 ¡ 1 = n: (3.7)
Proceeding as above, we flrst compute the asymptotic behaviour of R1. Using any tradi-
tional method, we obtain for R1 the same estimate (3.2) as for R. However, it turns out
that there is a small difierence between R and R1 which is hidden behind an indeflnite
cancellation, and that this exponentially small difierence has an impact on the flrst-order
estimate of the average that we are looking for! In order to obtain a more precise idea
of the difierence between the two saddle-points, the idea is to compute both expansions
in a flner scale. Using our algorithm we thus compute the next level of the multiseries,
which yields
R = ‡ +
e¡‡
‡ + 1
¡ 1
2
‡ + 2
(‡ + 1)3
e¡2‡ +O(e¡3‡);
R1 = ‡ ¡ ‡ ¡ 1
‡ + 1
e¡‡ ¡ 1
2
3‡3 + 2‡2 ¡ ‡ + 4
(‡ + 1)3
e¡2‡ +O(e¡3‡)
where ‡ is deflned as an inverse function by
‡ + ln(‡) = ln(n):
yWe use the classical notation [zn]f(z) to denote the nth Taylor coe–cient of f(z) at the origin.
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By using this equation we can overcome the problems of indeflnite cancellation and
estimate the difierence between the two saddle-points
R¡R1 = e
¡‡
1 + 1=‡
+O(e¡2‡);
=
1
n
•
logn¡ log logn¡ 1 + log logn+ 1
logn
+O
µ
log log2 n
log2 n
¶‚
:
When we want to compute the asymptotic behaviour of [zn]C(z)=(Bn=n!), we shall
be faced with an estimate for the denominator in terms of R and an estimate for the
numerator in terms of R1. Since we have zero-equivalence problems when more than one
inverse function is present, we shall replace R and R1 by their expansions in terms of ‡
and proceed in this scale with only one inverse function.
Replacing n by the left-hand side of (3.7) in the saddle-point estimate (3.2), where
now h(z) is deflned as logC(z)¡ (n+ 1) log z, and expressing the estimate in terms of ‡,
yields
[zn]C(z) = exp
µ
¡ ln(‡)‡e‡ + e‡ + 1
2
‡ ¡ ln(‡)
¶
£
e¡1p
2…(1 + 1=‡)
•
1¡ 1
24
26 + 69=‡ + 76=‡2 + 30=‡3 + 2=‡4
(1 + 1=‡)3
e¡‡ +O(e¡2‡)
‚
:
Similarly, when we substitute the expansion of R in terms of ‡ in (3.5) we obtain
Bn
n!
= exp
µ
¡ ln(‡)‡e‡ + e‡ ¡ 1
2
‡ ¡ ln(‡)
¶
£
e¡1p
2…(1 + 1=‡)
•
1¡ 1
24
2 + 9=‡ + 16=‡2 + 6=‡3 + 2=‡4
(1 + 1=‡)3
e¡‡ +O(e¡2‡)
‚
:
Thus we flnd that the average number of parts in a partition of a set of n elements is
„n = e‡
•
1¡ 1
2
2 + 3=‡ + 2=‡2
(1 + 1=‡)2
e¡‡ +O(e¡2‡)
‚
;
=
n
logn
•
1 +
log logn
logn
+
log log2 n¡ log logn
log2 n
+O
µ
1
log3 n
¶‚
:
The second estimate is obtained by substituting the expansion of ‡ in terms of n (which
is (3.4)), into the flrst one. Actually, the result depends only on the leading term of the
flrst estimate. The answer obtained is in accordance with the flrst-order estimate given
by Bender and Richmond (1996) or Sachkov (1995), but interestingly enough it difiers
by a factor of e = exp(1) from the estimate given by another reference on the subject
(Harper, 1967). Additionally, these references only give the flrst-order estimate. All this
gives an idea of the complexity of these calculations when performed by hand.
Note that although they are very close to one another, if one uses R instead of R1, the
error on „n is a factor exp(‡ ln(‡)) » exp[logn log logn¡ log log2 n¡ logn], which tends
to inflnity.
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3.3. the variance and other applications
In these computations, the calculation of the variance often leads to further cancella-
tion. It is given by
¾n =
[zn]D(z)
[zn]B(z)
¡ „2n;
where
D(z) =
@
@u
u
@
@u
B(z; u)
flflflfl
u=1
:
As above, this computation involves a new saddle-point deflned by
R2
e2R2 + eR2 ¡ 1
eR2 ¡ 1 ¡ 1 = n:
We compute in the same scale as previously, which leads to the asymptotic estimate
R2 = ‡ ¡ 2‡ ¡ 1
‡ + 1
e¡‡ ¡ 3
2
2‡3 ¡ 3‡ + 2
(‡ + 1)3
e¡2‡ +O(e¡3‡):
From this we compute the estimate for [zn]D(z) as before, and get
[zn]D(z)
[zn]B(z)
= e2‡ ¡ 2 + 2=‡ + 1=‡
2
(1 + 1=‡)2
e‡ ¡ 1
12
1=‡(10 + 19=‡ + 22=‡2 ¡ 2=‡3)
(1 + 1=‡)5
+O(e¡‡):
In this scale, it is clear that only the leading terms cancel, and there is no indeflnite
cancellation. So for the variance we flnd
¾n =
e‡
‡ + 1
¡ 1
2
2 + 8=‡ + 11=‡2 + 9=‡3 + 2=‡4
(1 + 1=‡)4
+O(e¡‡);
=
n
log2 n
•
1 +
2 log logn¡ 1
logn
+
3 log log2 n¡ 5 log logn+ 1
log2 n
+O
µ
log log3 n
log3 n
¶‚
:
This is in agreement with Bender and Richmond (1996) and Sachkov (1995), who give
only the flrst term. Obviously, our method produces as many terms as desired and gives
the higher moments without any di–culty.
To illustrate our algorithm further, we now turn to the number of partitions of a set
into partitions. For instance, f1; 2; 3g can be partitioned in 12 ways: three partitions
of the type ff1gg [ ff2; 3gg, three of the type ff1gg; ff2g; f3gg, the partition ff1gg [
ff2gg [ ff3gg and a partition consisting of one set for each partition of f1; 2; 3g. These
objects and their further generalizations are studied in statistics, where they are used to
model classiflcation hierarchies. The bivariate generating function is now
H(u; z) = exp[u(exp(ez ¡ 1)¡ 1)]:
By the same method, we flnd the average
„n =
n
logn log logn
•
1 +
log logn+ log log logn
logn
+O
µ
log log logn
logn log logn
¶‚
;
and the variance
¾n =
n
log2 n log logn
•
1 +
1
log logn
+O
µ
1
log log2 n
¶‚
:
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To the best of our knowledge, these results are new, in large part because a computation
by hand would be formidable.
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